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Abstract
Objectives To test the hypothesis that the spatial distribution of residential burglary is

shaped by the configuration of the street network, as predicted by, for example, crime

pattern theory. In particular, the study examines whether burglary risk is higher on street

segments with higher usage potential.

Methods Residential burglary data for Birmingham (UK) are examined at the street

segment level using a hierarchical linear model. Estimates of the usage of street segments

are derived from the graph theoretical metric of betweenness, which measures how fre-

quently segments feature in the shortest paths (those most likely to be used) through the

network. Several variants of betweenness are considered. The geometry of street segments

is also incorporated—via a measure of their linearity—as are several socio-demographic

factors.

Results As anticipated by theory, the measure of betweenness was found to be a highly-

significant predictor of the burglary victimization count at the street segment level for all

but one of the variants considered. The non-significant result was found for the most

localized measure of betweenness considered. More linear streets were generally found to

be at lower risk of victimization.

Conclusion Betweenness offers a more granular and objective means of measuring the

street network than categorical classifications previously used, and its meaning links more

directly to theory. The results provide support for crime pattern theory, suggesting a higher

risk of burglary for streets with more potential usage. The apparent negative effect of

linearity suggests the need for further research into the visual component of target choice,

and the role of guardianship.
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Introduction

The role of urban configuration in shaping patterns of crime has been a theme of research

for some time, and is a fundamental component of several prevailing criminological the-

ories. In particular, it represents a central issue within environmental criminology (Bran-

tingham and Brantingham 1981; Andresen 2014), one aspect of which seeks to reconcile

the distribution of crime with the way in which the activities of individuals are shaped by

the structure of the built environment.

When considering urban form and its relationship with crime, a natural object of study

is the street network. The street network defines the paths which can be taken when moving

between any two locations, and is therefore a primary determinant of both pedestrian and

vehicular movement patterns. In addition, in modern cities it acts as the ‘skeleton’ of an

urban area, in the sense that it is the structure around which elements of the built envi-

ronment are arranged. Thus, it provides a convenient instrument for analysis of the more

general environmental context. This is of particular significance in the case of crimes for

which the target is an element of the built environment, and therefore located at a fixed

point on the network; burglary, which will be considered here, is such an example.

When examining the street network, a natural unit of analysis is the street segment: the

section of street that connects any pair of neighboring junctions. Use of this unit is ana-

lytically expedient for a number of reasons. On one hand, the fact that it is clearly and

objectively defined means that it is methodologically convenient. On the other, that street

segments represent micro level units of analysis means that they are well-aligned with the

need to retain spatial granularity in crime analysis (Brantingham et al. 2009). Perhaps more

importantly, the street segment is of theoretical significance. It has, for example, previously

been shown that clustering at the street segment level is a significant driver of more general

spatial patterns (Weisburd et al. 2004; Andresen and Malleson 2011). Furthermore, it is at

the level of the street segment that numerous social processes (including criminal activity)

take place. Street segments can be reconciled with relevant social concepts: they corre-

spond to notions of community, for example, and can be classified in terms of the nature of

activity taking place upon them. Indeed, segments of different types, in this sense, have

been shown to display distinctive criminological character (Weisburd et al. 2012).

In discussion of the structural properties of street segments, reference is typically made

to concepts such as permeability and accessibility. Although no universal definitions of

these terms exist, they are broadly concerned with the ease with which places can be

travelled to, or the readiness with which people are likely to travel through them to reach

other destinations. Such ideas play a central role in the theory of routine activities (Felson

1987) and pattern theory (Brantingham and Brantingham 1993b). These concepts are,

however, difficult to measure quantitatively, and the network properties that have typically

been analyzed in the past have only oblique correspondence to the concepts of theoretical

interest. This represents a significant shortcoming of previous research.

The aim of the present work is to formalize the study of street network properties in the

context of crime by applying an approach to the analysis of networks that is more

sophisticated than those previously employed. In particular, we examine the relationship

between burglary risk and the network metric ‘betweenness’, which measures the fre-

quency with which street segments feature in the shortest paths (i.e. those most likely to be

used) for journeys through the network. In terms of urban studies, this represents an
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estimate of the popularity or usage potential of particular street segments (Hillier 1996;

Crucitti et al. 2006) for the journeys (pedestrian or vehicular) collectively made by the

resident or ambient population through the street network. From a criminological per-

spective, it provides a representation of the collective awareness spaces that people,

including offenders, may develop during the course of their routine activities. The use of

this metric therefore provides a means by which concepts such as offender awareness—a

core element of crime pattern theory—can be properly represented in empirical analyses.

In addition to this structural analysis, we examine the physical properties of streets; in

particular, their linearity, which is of relevance to theories of target choice and affects the

ability of capable guardians to observe criminal activity along street segments.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss existing theoretical

and empirical research on this topic. We then introduce a framework for the analysis of

street networks, before discussing the statistical techniques employed and the data ana-

lyzed. Finally, we present our findings and discuss their theoretical and policy implications.

Background

Routine activity theory (Cohen and Felson 1979) considers the ecological conditions

necessary for crime to occur and has been highly influential in theories of crime pattern

formation. In its simplest form, the theory states that direct contact predatory crimes can

only take place when a motivated offender encounters a suitable target in the absence of a

capable guardian (that would otherwise prevent the crime). Crimes take place at particular

locations at specific times and so these three elements must simultaneously converge for a

crime to occur. The street network is a fundamental determinant of this convergence. In the

case of burglary, targets are positioned at fixed locations on the network, and their density

varies from street to street. Furthermore, potential offenders encounter opportunities while

moving around the network and must travel to and from offences; in both cases, the routes

they take are constrained by the configuration of the network. Likewise, non-criminal

pedestrian activity (which may affect guardianship), and that of formal guardians such as

the police, is not random and is shaped by their journeys through the network. As sug-

gested by Brantingham and Brantingham (1993b), the network therefore captures many of

those aspects of the ‘urban backcloth’ relevant to the location of criminal activity, and

hence influences the ‘potential’ for crime to occur.

The ways in which offender awareness and guardianship are shaped by the configura-

tion of the street network can be understood by appealing to crime pattern theory (Bran-

tingham and Brantingham 1993a). In the context of burglary, crime pattern theory asserts

that offenders typically choose to victimize properties encountered during the course of

non-criminal activities. More specifically, offenders are said to form awareness spaces,

represented as cognitive maps, during their routine activities, and it is where these activity

spaces intersect with suitable opportunities for crime that offenders are most likely to

offend. Considered in these terms, the question of risk to a given property can therefore be

translated to one concerning the extent to which it features in the awareness spaces of

potential offenders. If it can be assumed that greater awareness corresponds to higher risk,

then understanding the aggregation of awareness spaces becomes crucial in assessing the

relative risk to each viable target. This, in conjunction with information concerning the

distribution of opportunities, can be used to evaluate the overall spatial distribution of risk.

Since awareness spaces are formed during the course of regular activities, their location

and extent are determined by the travel patterns that arise from such activities. Crime
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pattern theory emphasizes the role of individuals’ primary ‘activity nodes’ (e.g. homes,

workplaces and leisure premises) in shaping these, with awareness spaces thought to be

centered around these or along the routes between them. A straightforward corollary of this

is that places that are activity nodes for many people are therefore the intersections for

many individual awareness spaces and accordingly ought to have characteristic crime

patterns. Empirical research has supported this, showing that such locations experience

elevated levels of various crime types, including robbery (Bernasco and Block 2011), drug

crime (McCord and Ratcliffe 2007) and liquor-related crime (Block and Block 1995). By

similar reasoning, certain roads are likely to be used more than others during routine trips

(the hierarchical nature of street networks means that certain roads feature in many

journeys) and therefore ought to feature in the awareness spaces of many people, including

offenders, and hence determine the criminal opportunities of which they become aware.

Turning to the issue of guardianship, the theoretical context is significantly more

complicated, and the subject of some debate (Mawby 1977; Hillier and Shu 2000; Reynald

and Elffers 2009). Pedestrian activity is, again, a crucial issue, since the number of

potential guardians at a given time and place will be determined to a large extent by the

movement of people and the routes they take. However, although the reasoning discussed

above—that patterns can be understood in terms of journeys through urban space—can

again be applied to understand variation in this, the effect on crime is not necessarily clear.

On one hand, it is suggested that increased pedestrian activity has the effect of

increasing vigilance and therefore acting to reduce crime. This effect, succinctly encap-

sulated by Jacobs (1961) as the notion of ‘‘eyes on the street’’, may counteract the effect

associated with increased offender awareness of busy places by providing a ready supply of

guardians, the prospect of whose intervention dissuades potential offenders from com-

mitting crimes. Were this to be the case, less crime would be expected on those streets with

the highest usage; this is a testable hypothesis in network terms. In addition, the impli-

cations of this from the perspective of planning are clear: that urban design should

encourage pedestrian throughput as an indirect and natural method of crime control.

Some authors have, however, suggested that this effect is overstated and insufficient to

offset the increase in risk associated with greater exposure. The willingness and ability of

passers-by to intervene has been shown to be a complex issue (Reynald 2010), and may not

be as significant an impediment to criminal acts as might be expected. In fact, an alter-

native school of thought suggests that the converse is true: that transient pedestrian activity

(in sufficient volume) simply serves to diminish the territoriality of places and therefore

renders them less daunting to potential offenders (Newman 1972). Ethnographic studies

with burglars (Cromwell et al. 1991; Ashton et al. 1998) suggest that exploratory search

strategies are relatively rare, and that offenders are generally unwilling to venture to areas

where they will ‘stand out’. Consequently, locations that are already known to them and for

which the ambient population is transient may be particularly attractive.

In line with these arguments concerning the nature of guardianship, Brantingham and

Brantingham (1975) considered the configuration of neighborhoods, finding that crime

tended to be higher at the boundaries, where community structure is likely to be less well-

defined. This finding is also consistent with theories of collective efficacy (e.g. Sampson

et al. 1997), which argue that stronger, more cohesive communities—where residents

know each other and share common goals—are better equipped to defend against and deter

intruders, or to control the behaviour of residents. Most studies of collective efficacy are

conducted at the area level (e.g. Sampson and Raudenbush 1999), but Weisburd et al.

(2012) examine this at the street segment level, and report findings consistent with the

theory. Thus, in contrast to Jacobs’ concept of eyes on the street, the effectiveness of
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guardianship from this perspective may be determined not just by the number of people

moving along a street, but also by who those people are. For busier streets, for which the

ambient population is likely to be transient, the mix of people using them may be less

conducive to the production of effective guardianship.

Several empirical studies have examined various aspects of the relationship between the

street network and burglary. The earliest is the work of Bevis and Nutter (1977), who

examined burglary levels on isolated streets and studied the effect of network density at the

census tract level, using data from Minneapolis, USA. The concept of density is defined in

that work as the ratio of the number of street segments to the number of junctions. This is a

relatively coarse-grained metric, but nevertheless a relevant one: a minimal functioning

street network would be tree-like in structure, with relatively long trips required to reach

most destinations, and would yield a low score on this metric. Increasing density via the

addition of more segments adds redundancy and therefore plurality in terms of travel path

choices, with the distribution of throughput becoming more balanced as a result. A

regression analysis presented in the study revealed a positive relationship between area-

level density, defined in this way, and burglary levels, after controlling for various social

and demographic variables. Individual streets which were categorized as inaccessible on

the basis of the number of connecting segments were also found to experience less vic-

timization, on average, than their more connected counterparts.

Again working at the area level, White (1990) examined burglary risk across 86

neighbourhoods in Massachusetts, USA. In this case, the independent variable was the

number of roads in each neighborhood that were connected to (categorically-defined)

major roads. While offering relatively little insight into traffic flow, such a metric most

obviously corresponds to permeability in that it provides an indication of the ease of access

of neighborhoods. As with the Bevis and Nutter study, after controlling for various other

relevant factors, it was found that network structure was a statistically significant factor in

determining area-level crime rates, with more accessible areas having higher burglary

rates.

At a lower spatial scale—the street segment—Beavon et al. (1994) considered levels of

crime risk (including, but not limited to, burglary) in Ridge Meadows, Canada. They used

two metrics to capture different network effects: for a given segment, accessibility was

measured as the number of other segments with which it shared a junction, whereas flow

was estimated via a hierarchical road classification system. After again controlling for

various other factors in the statistical analysis, both factors were found to be positively

associated with crime: risk increased with the number of connected streets, and roads

classified as being more important also experienced additional victimization.

The role of the street network in urban processes is one of the primary foundations of

‘space syntax’, an approach that has been applied in a variety of urban contexts (Hillier

1996). Much of this work rests on the fundamental observation that individual street

segments cannot properly be understood in isolation, but must be considered in the context

of the rest of the network and their position within it. In addition, it places particular

emphasis on lines of sight as a determinant of connectivity (and, in some cases, as the

definition of the street segment itself), which, as noted previously, is of particular relevance

in the context of crime. Several metrics have been developed using these ideas, such as

‘integration’, which measures how close (or easy to access) a given location is to all others

in terms of paths through the network. Applying these methods to crime, and analyzing

data from London, UK, and an urban area in Australia, it was found that crime was

positively related to connectivity but negatively related to integration (Hillier 2004). The

conclusions drawn from this are that permeable designs are favorable, but that where
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redundant connectivity is present (that which does not increase integration) the effect can

be reversed, perhaps because of the provision of extra entry or escape routes.

The space syntax work also focuses on one particular class of street segment: cul-de-

sacs. These represent a neat example for analysis since they can be universally defined,

relatively independently of spatial context, and represent an extreme case in theoretical

terms, since they will usually be remote and experience little through traffic. In the ana-

lyzed data, risk on these segments was found to be considerably higher than on others,

although it was emphasized that physical shape must be taken into account. Linear and

well-connected segments—which may offer good lines of visibility to capable guardians—

were found to be safe, whereas those which were sinuous and relatively secluded were at

higher risk (Hillier 2004). Clearly this is a finding that runs contrary to what would be

anticipated according to pattern theory.

Hillier’s work makes several other observations at the level of individual properties, in

particular relating to their modes of access (e.g. the direction they face or their proximity

to alleys). Such features were also considered by Armitage (2007), whose work involved

detailed assessment of the physical features of individual houses. These observations

included the type of road on which they were situated and a subjective estimate of its

usage, both of which were then individually compared with crime levels. Once again it was

found that increased activity and permeability was associated with higher risk, with the

difference between isolated cul-de-sacs and those serviced by pedestrian alleys being a

case in point.

A weakness of many of the studies conducted previously regards the statistical frame-

work employed. Numerous studies have presented only descriptive statistics or have used

simple bivariate tests of correlation. Where statistical models have been employed, street

segments have usually been treated as independent units of analysis, which, of course, they

are not. A recent paper by Johnson and Bowers (2010) explored many of the issues dis-

cussed above, but using a statistical framework specifically designed to account for the

hierarchical structure of the data—street segments are nested within neighborhoods, and

neighborhoods are nested within larger areas—and the fact that, while crimes are rare,

incident counts may exceed 1 (an issue also not accounted for in previous studies). Using

burglary data from Merseyside, UK, they considered variables similar to those seen in the

previous work at the street segment level—number of connections, road classification and

physical shape—with a particular emphasis on cul-de-sacs. Their hierarchical linear ana-

lysis showed that, in addition to significant variation at higher levels of spatial aggregation,

there was a positive effect of connectivity on crime, and that higher counts of victimization

were observed on major roads (all other things being equal). Cul-de-sacs were found to be

the safest type of street segment, but with a marked difference between those which were

sinuous in form (which had lower crime counts) and those that were linear. The findings of

this study support the general hypothesis that permeability is associated with higher crime,

but studies of this scale and that use appropriate statistical methods are rare. Moreover, the

metrics used to measure permeability, itself a proxy for offender awareness, were still

relatively crude.

Though the distribution of crime was not the primary focus, the work of Iwanski et al.

(2012) is also notable for its treatment of the street network. Working with data for

offenders’ homes and offence locations, the work examined the hypothesis that crimes

were committed while the offender was in the process of a longer journey. Estimates were

produced for the onward paths offenders may have been taking, where navigational choices

were based on a combination of directionality and the likely popularity of roads (estimated

by simulating a number of journeys through the network). Results show that these paths are
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biased towards ‘crime attractors’—locations that concentrate criminal activity because of

known opportunities for crime (Brantingham and Brantingham 1995)—in the form of

major shopping centres. The findings are, however, also consistent with a somewhat

simpler hypothesis that crime attractors tend to be located on roads with high activity (see

Hillier 1997).

Computer simulation has also been used as an experimental approach in itself, most

notably in the work of Groff (2007). In the study in question, it is argued that the influence

of the street network on offender spatial behavior is so great that its exclusion from models

represents a significant shortcoming. Indeed, it is demonstrated that the behavior of an

ABM situated on a realistic street network (imported via GIS) differed significantly from

that observed when an abstract grid is used instead. Although the model relates to street

robbery rather than burglary, the fact that the theoretical focus of the work concerned

routine activities suggests that the findings are applicable in the present context. No

attempt is made within the study to relate the patterns observed to network properties, but

the fact that urban structure influenced the distribution of crime is significant in itself.

As noted, one of the limitations of previous work in this area concerns themethods used to

measure network properties; specifically, the level of detail afforded by variables and their

appropriateness as measures of the underlying quantity of interest. To take one example,

categorical road classification (e.g.major,minor, and so on) is used as a proxymeasure for the

likely activity levels on a street in a number of studies (White 1990; Beavon et al. 1994;

Johnson and Bowers 2010), but suffers from a number of shortcomings. The first of these is

technical, and concerns the fact that the number of categories defined by traditional classi-

fication systems is typically small. Few systems include more than ten, and this is reduced

further if certain types can be discounted as potential crime locations (such as motorways, in

the case of burglary). Considerable variation is likely to be disregarded when such a coarse

partition is used. This is particularly problematicwhen it is noted that research (Johnson 2010;

Weisburd et al. 2012) suggests that crime risk exhibits sharp spatial discontinuities, such that

adjacent street segments can vary considerably in the level of risk observed.

The use of categorical systems also poses conceptual problems, since classifications do

not necessarily correspond directly to the properties of interest to a researcher. While

broadly indicative of likely usage, for example, road classifications are primarily an

administrative construct, and numerous other factors are taken into account in their

specification. In addition, they are defined for roads in their entirety (as opposed to indi-

vidual street segments), and do not capture variations between different sections of the

same road, which can be considerable. To assume that roads are homogeneous entities is a

form of the ecological fallacy (Robinson 1950), and real-world examples will be readily

available to the reader of pairs of street segments for which the relative levels of usage

conflict with those which would be expected on the basis of classification. Finally, the use

of such categories severely compromises the wider applicability of research, particularly

with respect to inter-national comparison. Road classification systems differ from country

to country, often with no natural correspondence between categories, and comparison

between nations on this basis is therefore futile in all but the most general terms.

The selection of appropriate alternative network metrics, however, requires careful

consideration of precisely the sense in which urban activity is to be measured. Although

theories based on routine activities emphasize the role of journeys between locations, the

effect of the network can also be manifested in other ways. For urban movements in general,

for example, certain areas will experience less activity if they are more difficult to access, in

some sense, and again this is likely to imply lower criminal activity. Although the effect is

similar, it is not precisely the same as that due to routine activities, which are shaped by the
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need to travel down certain paths, rather than the ease of doing so. The extent to which an

area is readily accessed—typically referred to as its ‘permeability’—is not necessarily

equivalent to how regularly it is used by pedestrians: an area may be well-connected via

streets, but if there is no reason to travel along them, it is unlikely to see substantial activity.

At the same time, these streets may be more likely to be found during exploratory behavior

than their more secluded counterparts (or, indeed, invite such behavior), and may be

attractive for reasons of access or escape. Such exploratory behavior by offenders, however,

is thought to be rare (Cromwell et al. 1991; Ashton et al. 1998), and our focus here is

primarily on the effect of the network in shaping routine journeys. The principal metric we

choose (see below) is thus one that is defined in terms of such journeys, and therefore

corresponds directly to this issue. As such, it is more closely aligned with theory—routine

activity and crime pattern theory in particular—than those used in the previous work

reviewed above, whose primary interpretation is in the sense of ease of access.

The rapidly-developing field of network science (for an introduction, see Newman

2010) provides an array of metrics for the rigorous analysis of networks. A network is,

generically, a collection of discrete components (nodes) and the connections between them

(links), and can be adapted to various contexts. Spatial networks—where nodes have some

definite location—represent a distinctive subfield (reviewed by Barthélemy 2011),

requiring bespoke treatment, and street networks have received considerable attention

(Porta et al. 2006a, b; Masucci et al. 2009; Chan et al. 2011). Several metrics tailored to the

requirements of urban analysis have been developed (Crucitti et al. 2006), and the prop-

erties of a diverse array of real-world examples have been measured and compared (Jiang

2007; Strano et al. 2013).

Clearly, the motivation for this work reaches beyond the structure of networks them-

selves, and focuses additionally on social processes taking place upon them. Obvious

examples of this include applications to traffic modeling, but other processes likely to have

a relationship with urban movement are also of interest. The potential of this avenue has

been demonstrated by Porta et al. (2009, 2012), who found economic activity at the street

level to be positively associated with an integrated measure of network centrality in data

from Bologna, Italy, and Barcelona, Spain.

The aim of the present work is thus to extend understanding of the influence of the street

network on crime by employing an explicitly quantitative analytical framework for the

study of urban streets, thereby formalizing several of the general ideas which have been

explored to date. This will be achieved by analyzing the relationship between the locations

of burglaries and several highly-granular network metrics which have not previously been

employed in this setting, but which align more closely with the theories examined. The use

of such techniques not only strengthens the relationship between empirical observation and

theory, but suggests an approach which can be employed in future analyses and that might

inform practical interventions. In what follows we describe the data analyzed and the

analytic framework. Specific hypotheses associated with the different network measures

are also stated explicitly.

Methods and Results

Data

Analyses are conducted for the city of Birmingham (UK), which is the second-largest city

of the UK and is, in general, unremarkable in terms of its socio-demongraphic
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composition. Police recorded crime data were provided by West Midlands Police, and

comprise all recorded incidents of residential burglary for the 4-year period from April

2009 to March 2013, inclusive. There were 27,383 such incidents. For each incident, the

location of the victimized property is recorded both in terms of its full address and a grid

reference. Since the analysis requires that we control for the opportunity for burglary,

Ordnance Survey (OS) data, which provide the exact location of every home in Bir-

mingham, are also used. In order to main consistency between the datasets, and to ensure

the accuracy of the grid references associated with the burglary events, all offenses were

geocoded by the first author using a bespoke text-matching algorithm and the OS data. This

algorithm parses each incident address, separating it into its component postal code (if

available), road name and house number, and seeks a match amongst all known addresses.

Using this approach, 26,614 (or 97.2 % of) incidents were successfully geocoded (with no

systematic aspect to the attrition), and it is these events that are analyzed here.

Data for the street network for the city of Birmingham were obtained from the OS.

These data include the geometry of every street segment, along with other information,

including: a hierarchical classification (‘Motorway’, ‘A Road’, ‘B Road’, ‘Minor Road’,

‘Local Street’ or ‘Private Road’), the nature of each street segment (e.g. ‘Single Car-

riageway’, ‘Traffic Island Link’, ‘Roundabout’) and the name of the street. In the OS data,

the network is defined using junctions, where a junction is defined as any point at which

two roads intersect (in a physical sense; that is, regardless of street name or continuity) and

a ‘street segment’ is any portion of road which connects two junctions. Prior to mathe-

matical and statistical analysis, some pre-processing was required to correct features liable

to distort the analysis. For example, roundabouts, which appear as several segments but are

more practically thought of as single intersections, were collapsed to single points, and

redundant link roads at junctions were removed. In addition, since some of the metrics

computed are susceptible to ‘edge effects’ (where misleading results are found near the

spatial extremities, see Porta et al. 2006a), all streets within a 2 km buffer of the study area

were also included during the calculation.

The final stage of data preparation concerned the association of the address points with

the street segments on which they lie. Since the accuracy of this process is crucial to the

validity of the analysis, the association was not based purely on distance (which leads to

frequent errors), but also involved matching on the basis of street names. To be precise, for

each address point, a 40 m radius was searched for all segments with a matching street

name: if any existed, the closest of these was taken to be the match; if none existed, the

closest segment was selected, regardless of street name. A suitable segment with matching

street name was found in 94.2 % of cases, and the remainder displayed no systematic

spatial pattern. For address points located near junctions, the street name was used to

determine the segment with which the point should be associated.

Clustering of Crime on Networks

To establish the premise for the remainder of the analysis, we test the most basic

hypothesis (Hypothesis 1) that crime is distributed heterogeneously around the network. To

do this, we replicate the approach taken by Johnson and Bowers (2010) to compare the

observed concentration of crime events at the segment level with that expected assuming

the null hypothesis. Since houses themselves are not evenly distributed across the network,

segments do not have an equal opportunity for crime. Consequently, the analysis is more

involved than simply checking for an absolute departure from homogeneity, and so a

Monte Carlo simulation approach is used. For the observed data, all street segments with at
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least one home are ordered according to their crime rate (from highest to lowest), and a

Lorenz plot produced of the cumulative fraction of addresses against the cumulative

fraction of incidents. This plot is shown in Fig. 1a.

To produce an expected distribution, multiple synthetic sets of incidents are created,

under the assumption that all addresses are equally likely to be victimized. To do this, for

each synthetic dataset, we randomly select K homes (with replacement) from all those

possible (where K is the number of burglaries in the observed data). Homes are selected

using a uniform random number generator, and by making the selection with replacement

we allow for simulated repeat victimization of the same household (see Pease 1998).

A Lorenz curve is then plotted for each synthetic dataset and compared with the observed

distribution. A full permutation is practically infeasible (and, frankly, unnecessary), so in

this case we generate 99 synthetic datasets. The mean of these Lorenz curves is shown as

Fig. 1a.

A quantitative measure of the difference between the observed and synthetic distribu-

tions is the Gini coefficient (Gini 1921), which measures the extent to which some quantity

is distributed unequally in a population (in this case incidents across street segments). The

Gini coefficient ranges from zero to one, with larger values indicating increasing departure

from equality. In terms of the Lorenz curves, the Gini coefficient corresponds to the area

between the observed and expected curves, with values above zero indicating an

inequality. In this case, the observed distribution differs from that expected assuming the

risk of victimization is uniformly distributed across homes. Figure 1b shows the distri-

bution of the Gini coefficient for all 99 synthetic distributions produced; it is clear that the

statistic is densely clustered around a value of 0.24 and does not approach the value of 0,

which would be the case under the null hypothesis. The statistical significance of the

difference between the observed and expected distributions can be estimated by comparing

the distribution of the Gini coefficient with the expected point estimate, assuming that the

observed and expected distributions do not differ (i.e. that the Gini coefficient is 0). To do

this, all 99 values of the Gini coefficients are placed in a rank-ordered list and the value r is

taken to be the position which 0 would take in this list (North et al. 2002). The statistical

significance p is then defined as

p ¼ n� r þ 1

nþ 1
ð1Þ

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Clustering of burglary incidents at street segment level: a Lorenz plots for both observed and
simulated data, and b the distribution of the Gini coefficient across all 99 simulated datasets
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where n is the number of synthetic distributions. In this case, we can reject the hypothesis

that the clustering of incidents at street segment level is simply due to chance, with 0.01

significance.

Street Network Analysis

In order to facilitate their rigorous analysis, and to make sense of the metrics used here, the

structure of the street network must first be expressed using the terminology of network

theory, which is based upon ideas and techniques from the mathematical field of graph

theory (for a formal introduction, see Bollobás 2002). A network G ¼ ðV;EÞ is a set of

nodes, V , and a collection of links, E, between pairs of nodes (also referred to as edges

within graph theory). The number of nodes in a given network, known as its order, is

denoted N and the number of links (its size) is represented as M. The nodes are labelled

using the integers 1; . . .;N, where the ordering is unimportant as long as the labelling is

consistent and unique, and each node is then referred to by its label. Where a link exists

between two nodes i and j, the nodes are said to be adjacent and the link is represented by

the unordered pair of nodes ði; jÞ (although the single letter e is also used to refer to a

generic link).

The translation of a street network to these terms can be done in more than one way, and

the choice of which is most appropriate is dependent upon the issue at hand. One popular

choice is the ‘dual representation’ (Porta et al. 2006a), in which whole roads (sets of street

links which have been associated on the basis of street name or geometry) are represented

as nodes, and links are placed between any two which share a junction. Although the

process of associating streets is useful and realistic, it is reliant on consistent street naming,

and may not cater well for situations where streets are topologically the same but have

different names (or vice versa). In addition, spatial information, such as the length of

streets or their location, is discarded. Perhaps a more natural representation, and the one we

consider here, is the ‘primal representation’ (Porta et al. 2006b), in which each junction is

represented by a node, and a link is added between any two nodes which are connected by

a road (there is therefore a direct correspondence between street segments and links). An

example of this construction is shown in Fig. 2.

As stated previously, one complication in the study of street networks, and spatial

networks more generally, is that many of the classical metrics used in network analysis are

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 The construction of the primal representation of a street network: a the original map, b nodes placed
at each junction, c links added between any pair of junctions connected by a street segment
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of limited relevance. The degree of a node, for example, is the number of links coincident

with it (in this context, the number of streets meeting at a junction) and is the most widely-

studied network metric. For many real-world networks this can take a wide range of values

and offers great insight; however, the physical constraints of street networks mean that it can

take a very limited number of values—to find junctions at which 6 or more segments meet is

extremely rare, and the vast majority of nodes have degree 1, 3 or 4—and so (despite its

frequent use in previous criminological studies) it is not an effective discriminant.

Many of the more meaningful metrics are concerned in some way with travel through the

network, and we therefore introduce the concept of a path. A path in a network is any

ordered sequence of nodes such that every consecutive pair of nodes is connected by a link

(that is, a sequence of nodes which can be traversed by following links). The length, l, of

such a path can be defined in two ways: in purely topological terms, as the number of links it

comprises (which is 1 fewer than the number of nodes in the path), or in metric terms, as the

sum of the physical length of all constituent links. The choice of which to use depends on

interpretation: metric distance is a true measure of cost, but topological distance has been

suggested to be more representative of distance as perceived by an individual navigating the

network (Hillier and Iida 2005). In this paper, we test hypotheses using both variants. All

analysis is identical under either definition, but the distinction will be re-visited later.

Clearly, for any pair of nodes i; j 2 V it can be determined whether a path between the

two exists, and indeed there may be more than one. A shortest path between i and j is one

such path of minimal length (though, again, there may be more than one), and this length is

denoted dij. To recapitulate in real-world terms, then, dij is the shortest distance (either in

topological or metric terms) one would have to cover to travel between two junctions i and

j through the street network.

If we define rij as the total number of shortest paths between i and j, and then, more

specifically, rijðeÞ as the total number of shortest paths between i and j which pass through

the link e 2 E, we can define the betweenness centrality Be (Freeman 1977) of a given link

e as:

Be ¼
X

i;j2V;i� j

rijðeÞ
rij

ð2Þ

where � here represents the relation ‘there exists a path between i and j’. Re-expressed in

simple, non-mathematical terms, and in the language of streets, the process of its calcu-

lation is:

1. For a given pair of junctions A and B in the network, find the shortest path(s) between

them;

2. For every street segment that appears in the shortest path(s), increment its betweenness

centrality by the proportion of shortest paths that it appears in (so if there is only one

shortest path between A and B, add 1 to the value of every segment in it);

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for every pair of junctions.

The significance of the metric is perhaps best clarified by considering an example, and the

stylised network shown in Fig. 3 is illustrative of its discriminatory value. The two links

identified—one peripheral and one highly central—are those with betweenness values at

each extreme.

Betweenness has a relatively clear interpretation in real-world terms as an estimate of

the use of any given link by traffic (pedestrian or vehicular) passing through the network.

Although the premise of single trips between all junctions is crude, it nevertheless
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represents a well-motivated first-order heuristic for urban movements. Of particular note is

the fact that the value for every segment depends entirely on its role in the network as a

whole. This, however, is a feature that can be refined somewhat: rather than considering all

possible trips through the network, it may be beneficial to count only trips shorter than a

certain length, particularly when the social processes we have in mind take place over a

short range. If we take this maximum radius to be r, we therefore define

Br
e ¼

X

i;j2V ;i� j

rijðeÞ
rij

; ð3Þ

where � has been modified to represent ‘there exists a path of length at most r between i

and j’. This can be defined for any value of r, topological or metric.

By limiting the length of trips to short distances of around 500m (or few topological

steps) the approach can be used to identify those segments that are likely to feature in

journeys through the network that represent ‘local’ trips (e.g. Hillier 1996). For such trip

lengths, therefore, the metric of betweeness may be thought of as estimating the ‘usage

potential’ of segments for mostly pedestrian movement, or trips made by those who likely

live or have routine activity nodes in the area. By extending the length of the journeys

considered to distances of 5km or more (or many topological steps), the paths identified

can be thought of as approximating more ‘regional’ movements, or those most likely to be

taken in vehicles. By this reasoning, the approach can also be used to estimate the usage

potential of segments for vehicular journeys or trips made by those from outside the area.

The concept of betweenness is particularly pertinent to the study of crime through the

prism of pattern theory, since it approximates exactly those journeys through the network

which would be expected to shape awareness spaces. It is also notable that many of the

factors investigated in previous work are implicit within its definition. To take the example

of cul-de-sac segments, these will be characterised by low betweenness values since the

only trips in which they feature will be those to the end of the cul-de-sac (of which there

are relatively few); through roads, on the other hand, will feature in many trips.

In addition, instead of relying on road classification as a surrogate estimate of activity,

we now have a method which relates much more directly (and with finer granularity) to the

underlying concept of interest: the usage potential of street segments, which we take to

represent an estimate of (offender) collective awareness spaces. While the classification of

Fig. 3 Stylised illustration of link betweenness: link e1 (shown red) features in any path between one of the
seven nodes on the ‘left’ of the network and the seven on the ‘right’, and therefore has a relatively high
betweenness value of 49. Link e2 (green), on the other hand, is only traversed by paths starting/ending at v;
there are 13 such paths and it therefore has a relatively low value of 13 (Color figure online)
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roads as ‘major’ is, of course, primarily because they act as conduits for a large volume of

journeys, there will naturally be considerable variation in how this is realised. Figure 4

shows the typical values of betweenness for the various classes of street in the data,

showing a general trend in the expected direction but, crucially, with considerable overlap

between categories.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of betweenness values in Birmingham, represented as a

complementary cumulative density function and plotted on semi-logarithmic axes. The

general shape of the distribution is indicative of an exponential form, as has been found in

previous published work by Crucitti et al. (2006) (although it should be noted that those

results concerned betweenness for nodes, rather than links). Since the extremely large

values in the tail are somewhat problematic for the later statistical analysis, and since our

interest in betweenness is based primarily on its ability to suggest a hierarchy of streets, we

rescale these values by taking their natural logarithm, and it is this value that is used in the

remaining analysis. These values are used to produce the maps shown in Fig. 6, where it

can be seen that betweenness identifies a hierarchical, almost-skeletal, structure for the

network as a whole. Our predictions concerning the relationship between these properties

and crime are based on the material reviewed in the introduction. With all else equal, we

expect the level of burglary to be higher on street segments that are more likely to feature

Fig. 4 Boxplots of betweenness values, B3,000, for various OS road classifications, using a metric radius of
3,000 m. Categories are ordered on the basis of approximate hierarchical position

Fig. 5 Distribution of
betweenness, B3,000, for the
street network of Birmingham,
using a radial limit of 3,000 m.
The plot shows the
complementary cumulative
distribution of B3,000; formally,

P B3;000
� �

is defined by

P B3;000
� �

¼
R1
B3;000

MðB0Þ
M dB0, where

M is the total number of links and
M the number of links with
betweenness equal to B
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in the awareness spaces of offenders; that is, those with higher betweeness values

(Hypothesis 2).

As discussed above, the geometry of a street segment can influence the lines of sight

along it (Hillier 1996), which can, in turn, affect the extent to which capable guardians can

observe what is happening on them. Consequently, we also consider a simple measure of

the geometry of individual street segments. This quantity is the linearity of the segment,

denoted L, and measures the extent to which it deviates from a straight line. For a given

segment, e, it is defined as the ratio of the Euclidean (as-the-crow-flies) distance between

its two end-points, sEuce , to the true length of the segment, struee , so that its value is

Le ¼
sEuce

struee

: ð4Þ

A perfectly linear segment, for which the two lengths will be equal, will therefore take the

value 1, with the value decreasing as the deviation from a straight line increases. This is a

continuous and objective alternative to the binary classification used in previous work

(Johnson and Bowers 2010). Our third hypothesis, then, is that levels of burglary will be

lower on more linear street segments.

General Relationships

Before quantifying the relationship statistically, considerable insight into the variation of

burglary rate with network properties can be gained through exploratory data analysis. One

simple approach is to order all street segments (with at least one dwelling) according to

their increasing betweenness and to examine the burglary rate (the count of crimes per

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Street segments coloured according to their betweenness for a the entire street network of
Birmingham, and b one smaller section. Betweenness values are calculated on the basis of a limited radius
of 3,000 m
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1,000 dwellings) as we move through this ordering. Since burglary is a rare event, any

trend is likely to be somewhat opaque if individual segments are examined, and so the data

are smoothed by considering aggregated groups of 3,000 segments. For each frame of Fig.

7, therefore, the value plotted for a given betweenness rank r is the total burglary rate for

the street segments ranked between r and ðr þ 3;000Þ over the 4 year period.

The apparent positive association of betweenness and burglary rate when the data are

presented in this way is compelling, though it is clear that the precise form (and strength)

of this is dependent upon the specific way in which betweenness is calculated. The trend is

most clearly seen when betweenness is calculated in topological terms, with the smooth-

ness of the relationship at the relatively low radius of 15 (see Eq. 3) particularly striking.

When the physical length of street segments is taken into account, the expected relation-

ship is also present, but only becomes apparent at higher radii (and, indeed, is almost

absent for a radius of 500 m).

Considering linearity, its use as a means of ordering street segments is relatively

uninstructive, since the vast majority of segments have values of 1 or very close to 1 (street

segments with linearity of 0.99 or greater account for 65 % of address points). Instead, we

relate it to previous work by classifying segments dichotomously on the basis of linearity

and comparing the burglary rates of each group. For a given threshold value, TL, the

aggregate burglary rate is found for all street segments with linearity less than TL, and the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7 The variation of burglary rate when moving through a list of street segments ordered according to
betweenness. The values plotted for any given rank represent the aggregate burglary rate for the 3,000
segments at that position in the list. The panels show the relationship for different variants of Br: for metric r
of a 500 m, or b 7,500 m, and for topological radii of c 15 or d 150
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same quantity found for all segments with values greater than or equal to TL (recalling that

lower linearity corresponds to greater deviation from a straight line). The crime rates for

each of these groups as the threshold value is varied are plotted in Fig. 8.

Two things are immediately notable from this figure: that more linear street segments

experience higher rates of burglary, and that that is true across almost all definitions of

what constitutes ‘more linear’. This provides support for the similar conclusions found for

cul-de-sacs by Johnson and Bowers (2010), and seems to suggest that the linearity measure

here is capable of identifying the same streets as were found by manual classification in the

earlier work.

Regression Analysis

Although fairly clear patterns are identified by the above analysis, the possibility exists that

the apparent trends are spurious. Many socio-demographic variables have been shown to

influence burglary patterns, and even in purely geographical terms it is possible that the

patterns displayed graphically are simply artefacts of variation at some other geographical

level. To control for these, and to quantify the strength of any relationships which may

exist, we use a hierarchical linear model (HLM). This is a statistical object explicitly

designed to handle multi-level data; that is, data which can be grouped in a meaningful and

systematic way.

In this case, the levels in question are geographical units at various spatial scales. It is to

be expected that segment-level patterns will vary with the characteristics of the area in

which they are situated, and to a certain extent this variation can be controlled for by

including area-level independent variables for each data point. Nevertheless, some effects

will not be captured explicitly, as data will be unavailable for them and they will hence go

unobserved. However, the inclusion of random error terms in the (multi-level) regression

model can be used to estimate their effects. The fact that such effects are unlikely to act

uniformly across areas, however, means that they require special treatment. In statistical

terms, this issue is accounted for by allowing the unknown effects in question to vary from

area to area, with the extent of this variation calculated using methods of maximum

likelihood estimation.

The spatial structure of the data is considered here at three levels: the basic street

segment unit, and two nested areas. The first of these is the output area (OA), a UK census

Fig. 8 Comparison of crime
rates when street segments are
divided into two groups on the
basis of linearity, L, falling above
or below TL
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unit which typically contains approximately 150 households. This is taken as an approx-

imate encoding of the notion of ‘neighborhood’, and there are 3,127 in the city of Bir-

mingham. In some cases, the two sides or different parts of a street segment may be located

in different OAs. In such cases, the street segment was assigned to that within which the

largest proportion of its total length lay. The second unit, the medium super output area

(MSOA), is another UK census unit that is defined by the aggregation of OAs, incorpo-

rating approximately 25 on average. There are 131 of these in Birmingham. The particular

HLM we use is therefore a three-level variant.

In selecting a suitable dependent variable for the analysis of ‘count’ data such as is

considered here, where there is a requirement to control for opportunity, there are three

well-motivated choices. These are: to calculate the rate for each segment and model that

directly; to model the count data and include the opportunity variable as an explanatory

variable, but constrained to have a certain coefficient (this is known as an ‘offset’ term); or

to model the counts with the opportunity variable as an orthodox explanatory variable. We

choose the latter approach here, with the reasoning being that potential targets are not

sufficiently isolated from each other as to justify their treatment as entirely independent

opportunities; that is, there is likely to be some non-linearity in the relationship between

household count and opportunity. For example, there is a limit to how many times a certain

number of houses can plausibly be victimized. We therefore model the total count of

burglary observed across the 4 years considered at the street segment level. A standard

choice when dealing with count data concerning relatively rare events such as these is to

model them as a Poisson distribution, and this is the approach taken here.

Street Segment Independent Variables

The explanatory variables included in the model comprise street network metrics, simple

indicators of opportunity and a limited number of socio-demographic descriptors.

Betweenness and linearity—the two network properties of primary interest—are included

at the lowest level of the model: the street segment. As referred to previously, we first take

the natural logarithm of betweenness before including it in the model, in order to moderate

the long-tailed nature of its distribution. Furthermore, values in each case are normalized to

the range ½0; 1� by dividing by the maximum value, to allow meaningful comparison

between results for different definitions of betweenness (topological/metric etc.).

Two further variables are included at street segment level. The number of address points

associated with each segment is included as a simple indicator of opportunity: all resi-

dential dwellings, including individual flats within blocks, are counted, and this quantity

therefore represents a measure of the abundance of possible targets. In addition, the spatial

density of address points is also considered. This is included as previous research has

suggested that street segments with higher target density experience a lower relative risk of

burglary (Johnson and Bowers 2010), although the effect is notably minor. This density

variable was computed by dividing the number of address points located on a street

segment by the segment length (in meters).

Output Area (OA) Independent Variables

It is also necessary to control at the OA level for other possible causes of variation in the

risk of burglary. To this end, while these are not the focus of the current study, we include a

number of statistics from the 2001 UK census which have been shown to be associated

with burglary risk in previous empirical work. In line with research concerned with the
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peak age of offending (e.g. Farrington 1983), the percentage of residents between the ages

of 10 and 15 was included.

As discussed, theories of social disorganization suggest that crime is higher in disor-

ganized neighborhoods (Sampson and Raudenbush 1999), and empirical research supports

this. Ethnic heterogeneity, measured using a standard index (Simpson 1949; Blau 1977), is

commonly used as a measure of social disorganization, and has been found to be a sig-

nificant predictor of burglary risk in previous work (e.g. Hirschfield and Bowers 1997). It is

thus included here. Unemployment (e.g. Johnson and Bowers 2010) and the prevalence of

vacant housing (e.g. Spelman 1993) are further related social factors thought to have an

effect on burglary risk, and are hence also included.

The percentage of students in the neighborhood population has also been found to be

positively associated with burglary risk (see Tilley et al. 1999) and is consequently

included in the model. This is particularly relevant in the case of Birmingham, since it is a

city with several identifiable student districts. To estimate the influence of those factors

that are unobserved in our model but that vary at the OA level, a random effects intercept

term is included in the model. No socio-demographic variables are included at MSOA

level; instead, any effects at this spatial scale are estimated using a random effects term.

The structure of the HLM can be written down in relatively simple mathematical terms.

An indexing system is constructed for the various spatial units: i for street segments, j for

OAs and k for MSOAs. The model is then fully described by

pijk ¼ expðb0 þ ujk þ vk þ b1x1ijk þ . . .þ bmxmijk þ bmþ1xðmþ1Þjk þ . . .þ bnxnjk ð5Þ

ujk �Nð0;XuÞ ð6Þ

vk �Nð0;XvÞ ð7Þ

where pijk is the burglary count on segment i (in OA j, in MSOA k), x1; . . .; xm are the

explanatory variables defined at segment level, and xmþ1; . . .; xn are those defined at OA

level. The terms ujk and vk are the ‘random intercepts’ at OA and MSOA level

respectively, both normally distributed. Before estimation, the independent variables

were tested for evidence of multicollinearity; correlation coefficients were all found to be

in the range ½0:08; 0:35� and so multicolliearity was not considered a threat to statistical

inference.

Findings

Regression coefficients for six HLMs are given in Table 1. These differ in only the precise

definition of betweenness used in the calculations. As described previously (see Eq. 3), an

upper limit can be placed on the length of the network paths considered in the calculation

of betweenness; similarly, this distance can be defined in either topological or metric terms.

The various definitions can be interpreted as representing the concept of betweenness at

different scales, and six alternatives are presented here for comparison.

The results as a whole provide persuasive evidence that street network properties, in

particular betweenness, are a highly significant predictor of burglary. In almost all cases,

higher betweenness is associated with greater victimization (Hypothesis 2), and the

associated z-scores are particularly high. The one anomalous case occurs when between-
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ness is calculated on the basis of metric distance, with a relatively short radius of 500 m,

for which the relationship is non-significant. Although only a selection are presented here,

models were run for a wide range of radii, with the results consistent in all but that case.

One possible explanation for the behaviour at that radius may be that the effects it mea-

sures are simply too local to discriminate sufficiently between segment types in the system

as a whole.

Although once again there is an anomalous result in the case of 500m radius, there is

also a consistent relationship between the street segment burglary count and linearity

across all other models (Hypothesis 3). The direction of this highly significant relation-

ship—that more linear roads experience lower victimization—is in line with Hypothesis 3,

but unexpected given the results shown in Fig. 8. One possible explanation for this con-

cerns address point counts and their variation with network properties: in the data as a

whole, there is a highly significant inverse relationship between linearity and address point

count (so that more sinuous streets have higher address counts). As it happens, the positive

effect of address count on incident count predicted by the model is sub-linear at the scale

we are dealing with, and so the lower crime rate on sinuous streets apparent in Fig. 8 may

simply be an artefact of their higher address count (since the calculation of rate is pred-

icated upon an assumption of equality of opportunity).

With regard to the socio-demographic variables included in the model, with the

exception of the proportion of vacant houses, all variables included appear to be signifi-

cantly positively associated with burglary, as expected. The most striking relationships

appear to be those with the size of student population and the proportion of residents aged

10–15 in an area, both of which have been found in previous work and which accord with

what is known about the particular circumstance of Birmingham. Speaking of area-level

effects more widely, the decision to adopt the multi-level structure in the model appears to

be justified on empirical (as well as theoretical) grounds, since the parameter estimates for

the random intercepts are clearly non-zero. These also, of course, indicate that a consid-

erable amount of variation in burglary counts cannot be accounted for by the variables

considered here.

Discussion

That street networks should play a role in shaping patterns of crime is an immediate

corollary of various theories of environmental criminology (Brantingham and Brantingham

1981), and the form of this effect has been the subject of much conjecture. Though rigorous

empirical studies on the topic have been carried out, reaching (largely) consistent con-

clusions, they are limited to a certain extent by the level of refinement possible in the

analysis of the network itself, and many studies use small sample sizes (for a review, see

Johnson and Bowers 2010). The work presented here uses analytical techniques from

network science, not previously used in this domain, to formalise several of the ideas

previously proposed and to relate them more explicitly to basic theory. The results confirm

the existence of a relationship between street network properties and burglary, and suggest

that the use of network metrics as predictors of crime has considerable potential.

A notable result from the statistical model presented here is the highly significant

relationship between burglary and betweenness centrality. Bearing in mind how

betweenness is calculated, this suggests that those street segments which have the potential

to be more frequently used in movement around the network will be at higher risk, and the

result is robust to almost all changes to the definition of which paths are used in its
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calculation. Insofar as betweenness broadly corresponds to street classification and, more

obliquely, to the number of connections of a segment, this result agrees with previous

empirical work, and is as would be expected from theory. Most obviously, it provides

evidence in support of crime pattern theory and its emphasis on the role of the urban

backcloth in crime clustering.

The use of betweenness, however, represents a significant improvement upon the street

measurements used in previous work. Unlike an ordinal classification, it is a direct and

objective estimate of the usage of streets and therefore has immediate correspondence to

the consideration of urban awareness spaces. Secondly, it is a highly-granular measurement

and offers a level of detail significantly beyond previous approaches (although, of course,

care must be taken that detail and explanatory value are not conflated). Both of these points

are demonstrated clearly by the analysis of betweenness across road types shown in Fig. 4:

the large intra-class variation and significant overlaps between classes imply that they carry

relatively little information and define a far-from-consistent hierarchy in material terms.

Several realizations of our statistical model were produced, with the way in which

betweenness was calculated varying between cases. This variation took two forms: the

maximum length of trips considered in the analysis, and whether this length was calculated

in topological or metric terms. When metric distance was used, with a radius of 500 m, the

results were non-significant, suggesting that any extremely local effects which were

present were accounted for by other factors; however, in all other cases, betweenness was

found to be a highly significant predictor. In the case of topological distance, however, the

significance of betweenness as a predictor of risk was consistent across all radii. One

possible explanation for the minor discrepancy between the results for the two methods of

measuring distance might be that, as proposed by Hillier et al. (2010), pedestrians are more

likely to select less complex routes, with fewer turns, when navigating around an urban

area: these routes would have the lowest topological distance, but not necessarily be the

shortest in metric terms.

Comparing the results for the three models which use topological distance, the highest

z-scores were found using low radii, which implies that relatively local travel is of greatest

significance in the context of burglary risk. Journeys of this length are likely to be

pedestrian, and the results therefore suggest that this mode of travel plays a substantial role

in offending. It is important, however, that these findings are interpreted in the context of

the mechanisms by which street network effects are hypothesised to act: the role of these

journeys is in the accumulation of awareness space, rather than in the commission of the

offence itself. Similarly, the fact that the significance of betweenness is persistent across a

variety of radii suggests that travel patterns across a range of scales are of relevance.

Further exploration of these issues represents an interesting avenue for future research.

Concerning the case of linearity, the results show consistently that, when measured in

this way, more sinuous street segments are at higher risk of burglary after controlling for

other variables. This contradicts some previous empirical work (which was limited to cul-

de-sacs), but can still be reconciled with existing theory. One possible inference may be

that the ‘cover’ afforded by sinuous streets is favourable for crime and that, equivalently,

the visual guardianship on more linear streets is indeed a significant impediment. This

accords with the findings of qualitative interviews with burglars (e.g. Wright and Decker

1994), in which the desire to evade detection is frequently cited as a key factor in target

choice. Caution should, however, be exercised when interpreting these results and deter-

mining the suitability of linearity as a metric. Defined as it is, it does not necessarily

correspond to a street’s visual properties as, perhaps, an angular measurement would, and it

is also measured for segments in isolation, taking no account of visibility from connecting
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segments. Coupled with the fact that linearity also appears to be associated with higher

betweenness and lower address counts, the picture in this case is not necessarily clear and

is certainly worthy of further investigation.

There are several ways in which the relationships observed here might be employed in a

practical context. The first of these concerns lessons which might be learned from the

perspective of planning and urban design. The measured characteristics of street networks

are clearly a result of how they are constructed and can be made to take different values by

modifying design principles: the extreme examples of grid-like systems (where all streets

have similar properties) and tree-like structures (which are hierarchical) are convenient

illustrations of this. The implications of the apparent association of betweenness and

burglary, though, depend crucially on whether the additional crime on more central streets

would otherwise have taken place elsewhere. To simplify, if we assume all else to be equal,

it may be the case that the total volume of crime is constant and that the effect of inter-

segment variation is simply to create inequality in its distribution. In this case, where the

effect of a more homogeneous structure would be to distribute the same volume of crime

more evenly, such a design would be of questionable value (indeed, since it removes the

possibility of targeted policing, it may be disadvantageous).

On the other hand, if the crimes occurring on more central streets take place, in some

sense, because the street is more central, then changes in street network structure may well

have the potential to reduce crime. The issue is fundamentally one of displacement, or

rather placement (see Barr and Pease 1990): assuming that crime does not move elsewhere,

our results concerning betweenness suggest that reducing the concentration of activity on

certain streets should lead to an overall reduction in risk. Of course, to modify existing

networks is, in general, unrealistic, so the primary relevance of this finding is in the design

of new urban areas. Hypotheses concerning such design principles would be difficult to

test, since any comparison between urban areas with differing structure would be com-

promised to a certain extent by many other variable factors. Nevertheless, the use of road

closure as a crime prevention tactic is not without precedent (see Clarke 2004), and may

provide a means of evaluating the impact of possible design changes. Since even small

structural modifications can cause large perturbations in network metrics, such an exper-

iment would represent a direct test of the effect of varying usage levels and permeability.

Though not concerned explicitly with network structure, two previous studies of road

closure, carried out by Matthews (1993, 1997) using a quasi-experimental design, are

particularly notable for having brought about an apparent reduction in burglary, despite

being focussed primarily on prostitution. A further, and complementary, possibility, would

be to explore these issues further via agent-based modelling (see Groff and Mazerolle

2008). This represents a means by which the consequences of potential changes to network

structure could be explored quantitatively, at low marginal cost, prior to their deployment

in the real world.

In terms of practical value at somewhat shorter time-scales, the results here suggest that

street network metrics can, with some confidence, be added to the array of variables used

by police in directing general policing effort and targeting specific interventions. In fact,

they may be of particular value since they are an objective physical quantity which can be

measured without consideration of any local context. As such, they are not subject to any

of the inherent unreliability or ethical bias associated with other predictors, such as socio-

demographic factors, and can be calculated in real-time, being updated as changes—

temporary or otherwise—occur.

The above point is particularly relevant in the wider context of recent efforts in the

mathematical modelling of burglary (Short et al. 2008; Pitcher 2010; Berestycki and Nadal
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2010). One limitation of these models (and of predictive methods more generally) is their

failure to take into account a realistic representation of urban form. The analysis presented

here both emphasizes the need to do this and suggests that graph theory offers a route by

which it might be achieved mathematically.

Significant scope for further work in this area exists, given the apparent potential of

network analysis techniques. Many metrics beyond those considered here have been

proposed in the network analysis literature, and further work is required to determine a

wider toolkit appropriate to the crime domain. Indeed, betweenness itself is a relatively

naı̈ve measure of travel patterns, and could be refined by incorporating additional aspects

of urban form in its calculation. For example, journeys to and from known centers of

activity (e.g. dense residential areas, entertainment districts) could be assigned higher

weighting, and the selection of routes could take into account factors other than absolute

distance, such as travel speed and likely congestion. In doing this, however, care must be

taken not to forego the parsimony and universality of the basic definition. It will also be

interesting to explore the interaction between network effects and social context: while

social influences were beyond the scope of the present analysis, it may be the case that the

effect of physical structure is dependent upon social aspects of the environment.

With a significant volume of empirical evidence now suggesting a relationship between

network effects and the spatial clustering of crime, it will also be interesting to consider

their effect on other known phenomena, such as repeat (Pease 1998) and near repeat

victimization (e.g. Johnson et al. 2007), whereby crime is seen to cluster in both space and

time. The activity patterns on which much of the preceding theory is based will, of course,

vary temporally, and therefore the effect of the network might be expected to differ by time

of day. In the case of near-repeat victimization, theories which involve a same-offender

hypothesis (e.g. Johnson et al. 2009) typically invoke ideas of awareness space (perhaps in

the form of escape routes) in order to explain why nearby properties are at higher risk. The

street network will naturally be expected to influence this.

In conclusion, relationships have been found between network properties and burglary

levels which relate directly to ideas of urban permeability and movement, and which have

potential to influence crime reduction policy. The general framework introduced suggests a

fertile area of research by which the effect of urban form in a criminal context can be better

quantitatively understood.
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